DUSTFREE® 55
Dust Control Spray for Paint Booth Floors

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
DUSTFREE® 55 is a water-based floor coating that traps dust and dirt circulating in the paint booth on the floor, keeping it out of your paintwork. Applied with a standard pump sprayer, DUSTFREE is one of the fastest, easiest ways a shop can improve quality and profitability, by reducing the polishing needed to correct defects.

DUSTFREE works in two ways. First, when a dust particle lands on the floor, DUSTFREE neutralizes its electrical charge so that it stops repelling other particles. This allows them to clump together. Second, dust particles mechanically lock on to the active ingredients in DUSTFREE like flies sticking to fly paper. The combined processes transform dust into “heavy dirt” that is easy to sweep up with a broom without putting it back into circulation.

FEATURE:                     BENEFITS:

| Turns dust into “heavy dirt” | Traps airborne dust on the floor resulting in cleaner paintwork. Makes it faster and easier to sweep booth out for next job. |
| Longer-lasting formula       | Need to apply just twice a day. |
| Water-based, low VOC         | Non-hazardous and environmentally friendly formula. |
| Pump Pack Starter Kit        | Includes a ½-gallon pump sprayer with 3-gallons of floor coating so a shop can start using DUSTFREE right away. |
| Breaks up existing overspray | Helps restore floor and grates to original condition and prevents future buildup. |
| Eliminates need to wash out booths with water | Helps prevent corrosion and minimizes unwanted humidity in the paint booth. |

PACKAGING:
DUSTFREE is available in 1-gallon bottles and 5-gallon pails. The DUSTFREE Pump Pack starter kit includes three 1-gallon bottles and a half-gallon pump sprayer.

APPLICATION:
Apply sparingly (one quart for a typically booth). Excessive amounts can cause floors to become slippery.

Paint booth floors:
1. Sweep the booth at the start of each day and apply a uniform mist coat of DUSTFREE with a pump sprayer.
2. For best results, sweep the booth out after every bake cycle.
3. Re-apply DUSTFREE at the mid-point of the work day.
4. Repeat the above routine daily.

Shop floors:
1. Apply a uniform mist coat of DUSTFREE to the shop floor with a pump sprayer, directly on top of any loose dirt and dust.
2. Sweep floor to remove dirt and dust.
3. Repeat process daily or as needed.

COVERAGE:
1 gallon of DUSTFREE covers approximately 1,000 square feet, about 4 applications in a typical paint booth with 250 square feet of floor space.
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